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The Political Lives of 
Louisa Catherine Johnson Adams 

and John Quincy Adams: 
Historical Memory, Slavery, 

and the Political Culture 
of the Antebellum Congresses

by Ryan Conner

More than half a century after their deaths, historian 
Henry Adams remembered his grandmother Louisa 

Catherine Johnson Adams as “the Madam” and grandfa-
ther John Quincy Adams as “the old President.” Adams’s 
earliest memories of his grandparents came from his time 
as boy with them in Quincy, Massachusetts and Wash-
ington, D.C. In a vision of his grandmother living in the 
capital in the 1840s, the young Adams saw the 70–year-
old woman sitting calmly in a breakfast room, “thor-
oughly weary of being beaten about a stormy world….a 
vision of silver gray, presiding over her old President.” 
When the young Adams’s grandfather died in 1848, “the 
eighteenth century, as an actual and living companion, 
vanished.” Upon visiting his grandmother in the capital 
with his father in 1850 two years after his grandfather’s 
death, Adams stayed in her house on F Street. When he 
walked outside, slavery’s existence in the city “repulsed” 
him. He called it “a nightmare; a horror; a crime; the 
sum of all wickedness!” Coming from pastoral life 
in Quincy, Adams “wanted to escape, like the negroes, 
to free soil.” His critique of slavery influenced how he 
viewed the Senate during a visit with his father: “Sena-
tors spoke kindly to him [Henry Adams], and seemed to 

feel so, for they had known his family socially; and, in 
spite of slavery, even J.Q. Adams in his later years, after 
he ceased to stand in the way of rivals, had few per-
sonal enemies. Decidedly the Senate, pro-slavery though 
it were, seemed a friendly world.”1

As Adams’s recollection subtly implies, “the Madam” 
and “the old President” had a tumultuous relationship 
with the Senate and House throughout their lives—Con-
gress indeed was a “stormy world” in the early nineteenth 
century. Never was their relationship more fraught than 
when Congress debated war with Britain and France in 
the 1800s, confronted slavery in the territories in the 
1820s, and refused even to debate slavery in the 1830s. 
Louisa Catherine’s and John Quincy’s personal concep-
tions of morality informed their responses to these crises, 
yet each crisis, in turn, forcefully challenged their ideas 
of public virtue and morality. Their inter-denominational 
brand of Protestantism, which evolved throughout their 
lives, served as their “great guide in navigating the world” 
and “fulfilled their everyday needs,” especially during the 
periods of crisis.2 As the Adamses became increasingly 
entangled in national politics, it became increasingly diffi-
cult for them to practice their ideas. During each crisis, the
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Fig. 1. Charles Bird King (1785-1862) painted this portrait of John Quincy Adams c. 1819.
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Fig. 2. Charles Bird King painted this portrait, Mrs. John Quincy Adams, c. 1824.
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Adamses thought and wrote often. They should be 
remembered as much for what they wrote as for what 
they did. This article is the story—in their own voices—
of how John Quincy and Louisa Catherine Adams nav-
igated these national dramas. This one is a unique take 
on a story that has been told many times and in different 
ways. It is one worth telling.
 

The Authors 

John Quincy Adams (1767–1848) contributed to several 
of the most important political developments of the early 
United States. Having traveled to Europe with his father, 
John Adams, when the elder Adams was an American 
diplomat during the American Revolution, the young 
John Quincy quickly learned the travails of politics and 
diplomacy. Upon returning to the newly independent 
United States in 1785, he studied at Harvard until 1787, 
then became a lawyer in Boston like his father. Early in 
his career, he served as minister to Holland (1794–1797) 
and as minister plenipotentiary to Prussia (1797–1801). 
He first went to Washington, D.C. in 1803 as a U.S. sena-
tor, yet resigned five years later in 1808. After his term in 
the Senate, he served as minister plenipotentiary to Russia 
(1809–1815) and Great Britain (1815–1817). Though he 
often fell short of his political goals, his sense of a “grand 
strategy”—to defend the United States from the European 
powers while preserving a republican form of govern-
ment—consistently guided his political life in the State 
Department, the White House, and Congress. In 1817, 
Pres. James Monroe appointed Adams as his secretary 
of state, a position Adams would hold until his inaugu-
ration as president in 1825. Adams led the development 
of the Monroe Doctrine, which abetted U.S. expansion 
across the North American continent. At the end of the 
1824 presidential election, none of the candidates held 
a majority of the Electoral College votes, so the election 
went to the House of Representatives. Despite strong 
support for other candidates such as Andrew Jackson, 
the House elected Adams as president. Andrew Jackson 
later defeated Adams in the 1828 presidential election, 
leading Adams to retreat from national politics for sev-
eral years. Adams returned to national politics in 1831 
as a representative from Massachusetts. He would serve 
during each session of Congress over the next 17 years, 
where he fought the increasingly powerful “slavocracy,” 
for which he received assassination threats and southern 
representatives’ attempts to censure him. In 1841, by then 
vociferously opposed to slavery, Adams defended cap-
tive Africans before the Supreme Court in the famous 

Amistad case. Seven years later, on 21 February 1848, Ad-
ams suffered a stroke on the floor of the House and died 
two days later in the Speaker’s Office. In honor of his life, 
Adams was given a funeral service in the House Cham-
ber, a funeral procession from Washington to Boston, 
and a memorial service in Boston.3 

Louisa Catherine Johnson (1775–1852) lived a life 
of public significance, though she probably did not see it 
that way for much of her life. As she defined the mean-
ing of her own life, she navigated the nationalism of her 
husband’s family and the cosmopolitanism of her own 
family. Yet just as the arc of the early United States can be 
seen in her husband’s life, so too can it be seen in hers.4  

Louisa Catherine Johnson married John Quincy 
Adams in London on 26 July 1797 while her father served 
as U.S. consul and John Quincy served as minister to 
the Netherlands. Born in London to a wealthy American 
merchant and an English socialite and educated at a con-
vent school in Nantes, France, Louisa Catherine had a 
cosmopolitan upbringing which informed her entire life, 
one which often put her at odds with the Adamses’ nation-
alism. She spent 34 years of her life in Europe before 
spending the rest of her life in the United States. After 
marrying John Quincy, she accompanied him to Berlin 
on his diplomatic post before returning to the United 
States in 1801. During her husband’s terms in the U.S. 
Senate, Louisa Catherine traveled between Quincy, Massa-
chusetts, where the Adams family lived, and Washington, 

Fig. 3. John Quincy Adams in the House of Representatives, 
wood engraving (1870) by Russell Richardson
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D.C. Although John Quincy did not inform her about the 
Russia post until it was time to leave, she traveled with 
her husband to Russia in 1809 and stayed in St. Petersburg 
until 1815. To meet John Quincy in Paris while he was 
negotiating the Treaty of Ghent in 1814–15, Louisa Cather-
ine and her son departed from St. Petersburg and traveled 
unaccompanied (for the most part) across Europe, a jour-
ney made even more dangerous by the retreat of Napo-
leon’s armies across the continent and ubiquitous Euro-
pean social customs which shunned women who traveled 
without their husbands. She reunited with her husband in 
1815 in Paris and traveled with him to London in 1815, 
where they lived until they returned to the United States 
in 1817.5  

While living in Washington, D.C. for much of the 
next decade, Louisa Catherine entertained politicians, 
diplomats, and their wives during parties, balls, and din-
ner receptions both at the Adamses’ F Street house and 
the White House. When she and her husband returned to 
Washington in 1831, she continued to live at the F Street 
house, but entertained fewer people and less frequently. 
Where her husband increasingly took a stand in the 
House of Representatives for the freedom to debate 
slavery, Louisa started to think about the freedom of 
women. Upon her death in 1852, Congress adjourned for 
her funeral, attended by the president, heads of depart-
ments, Members of Congress, and numerous citizens of 
Washington.6 
 

Remembering Their Writings

Since John Quincy Adams’s death in 1848, various his-
torians and authors have transcribed selections of his 
diaries, stored at and fully digitized by the Massachusetts 
Historical Society’s Adams Family Papers. Spanning 
from his first entries in 1779 through his final entries in 
1848, he privately wrote about not only political and dip-
lomatic affairs, but also his private and family life. Biog-
raphers of Adams and other editors of his diaries suggest 
that Adams used the diary to improve himself, develop 
his political arguments, and transition between phases 
of his career. For Adams, the diary served “as a confes-
sional, an aide—memoir, and a proving ground for his 
thoughts on everything from public policy to philoso-
phy”—such as his evolution on slavery throughout this 
career. Whereas some historians who celebrate Adams’s 
politics find much inspiration in the diary, others critical 
of his politics have dismissed the diaries and his antislav-
ery politics as a cover for partisanship. Nevertheless, the 
diaries are useful for their summaries and commentaries 

on cabinet meetings, congressional debates, and conver-
sations with prominent politicians. The diary illuminates 
not only Adams’s political and intellectual development, 
but also his personality and character; the diary “allows 
us to know this guarded and taciturn man and to occupy 
his world.”7  

Where biographers have covered comprehensively 
John Quincy’s life and work, only in recent decades have 
they started looking fully at Louisa Catherine’s life, her 
role in the family, and her relationship with national pol-
itics. Overshadowed by the political prestige of her hus-
band, father-in-law John Adams, mother-in-law Abigail 
Adams, and son Charles Francis Adams, Louisa Cath-
erine Johnson Adams received minimal attention in her 
own lifetime. Historians likely have devoted min-
imal attention to her because “she was contradic-
tory…[h]er character was quicksilver, and the roles she 
held were unofficial.” She was “a first lady in a country 
that was not entirely her own….torn between cultural 
and familial ideals and strong instincts that she could 
not ignore.” The titles of each of her memoirs suggests 
a struggle to define her own identity, the means through 
which she found her voice, one that was “vivid and pro-
pulsive” rather than “sickly and delicate.” Through these 
works, she likely intended to preserve her own voice and 
reputation against members of the Adams family (with 
whom she had tenuous relations as an outsider to the 
family) and for posterity. 

Louisa Catherine wrote a diary while in Russia 
between October 1812 and February 1814 and again peri-
odically after 1819. She infrequently wrote diaries from 
1835 to 1841 and 1844 to 1849 in which she meditated 
on literature, religion, and philosophy. In addition to the 
diary journals, she wrote three memoirs between 1825 
and 1840 about the period from her early life through her 
journey from St. Petersburg to Paris in 1815. The earliest 
is her “Record of a Life” (1825) which covers her child-
hood through her arrival in Prussia. Her second memoir, 
“Narrative of a Journey from Russia to France” (1836) 
recounts her trip two decades earlier from St. Petersburg 
to Paris. In 1840 she started writing her third memoir, 
“The Adventures of a Nobody,” while she was concerned 
about the dangers facing the family and the declining 
health of her husband. Using her husband’s daily diary 
entries for details, she wrote about the period from her 
wedding through their time in St. Petersburg, a period 
that notably covers her early life in Washington. Many 
of the letters reflect her commentaries in the diaries and 
memoirs, but there are many others which provide more 
details and longer accounts than the diaries. While she
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wrote the Russian diary for herself, she wrote some of 
the 1819-1824 diaries as journal letters to members of 
her family including John and Abigail Adams. She 
eagerly wrote some of the journals to John Adams, who 
deeply appreciated them, to inform him about political 
news from Washington, D.C. Notably, she wrote letters 
during periods when she did not keep the diaries, 
especially between 1815 and 1817 and after 1824. Various 
scholars hope that study of her writings will elevate them 
and their author to the same reputation as those of her 
better-known family members.  

Despite their value for research on John Quincy 
and Louisa Catherine, the diaries and memoirs have 
limitations. Historians, for example, must consider how 
the intended audiences of the works shaped the authors’ 
motivations. Although the diaries and memoirs appear 
to be private, John Quincy hoped that his sons one day 
would read his diary for political, literary, personal, and 
moral guidance. Although Louisa Catherine intended that 
some of her works stay private, she wrote others to fam-
ily members. Additionally, Louisa Catherine wrote her 
memoirs in the 1830s about her life in the 1790s–1810s; 
these memoirs, therefore, tend to reflect her mindset and 
emotions in the 1830s rather than her earlier life. Nev-
ertheless, they offer considerable insight into her life, as 
long as they are used to discern her evolving character 
rather than the events or people she described. Aware of 
such limitations, historians have used the couple’s diaries 
to analyze their social roles instead of the events they 

described. In regard to the 1824 presidential election, for 
example, where the “vague and sweeping proclamations” 
in John Quincy’s diaries reveal “his own lack of pop-
ularity, his astonishment at and distance from the elec-
tioneering around him,” the “clear, specific pattern of 
action” in Louisa Catherine’s early 1820s diaries reveal 
her unofficial “steady campaigning” through political 
networks for her husband in the 1824 election.10

Only in recent decades have historians studied Lou-
isa Catherine and John Quincy together. This article 
brings together disparate scholarship to serve as a foun-
dation for future innovative work on the lives of John 
Quincy and Louisa Catherine Johnson Adams. The fol-
lowing entries come from a letter, memoirs, and diaries. 
Although each of the following passages has limitations, 
they have been selected because Louisa Catherine’s and 
John Quincy’s voices and complex relationships with 
national politics are most evident. Although it will 
examine events in three significant periods in the Early 
Republic and antebellum eras, it will assume the Adam-
ses’ responses to the events to be more significant than 
the events themselves.11

Episode l: Nation, Party, and Principle 
in the Senate

Following his appointment to the U.S. Senate in 1803, 
John Quincy refused to align with the Federalists in their 
opposition to the Louisiana Purchase and their refusal to

Fig. 4. (left) and Fig. 5 (right). Henry Williams (1787–1830) crafted these white-paper silhouettes of John Quincy Adams and 
Louisa Catherine Adams in 1809.
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condemn the British for impressing American sailors in 
1807. Before the Federalists could reverse their position 
on the impressment issue, Adams joined the Republi-
cans in opposition to Britain and supported the Jeffer-
son administration’s embargo on all trade to avert war. 
Such an act incensed the Massachusetts Federalists, who 
strongly favored commerce with Britain. His decision ini-
tially drew the ire of his parents, but both came to tacitly 
support it. Adams’s decision to dissent from the party 
represented his nationalistic desire for a strong United 
States independent of Britain and France. He desired to 
place the nation over sectional politics; internal divisions 
would make the country susceptible to the European 
powers.12  

Quickly exposed to American politics, Louisa Cath-
erine became a keen observer of John Quincy’s crisis of 
party and a critic of the Massachusetts Federalists. Nev-
ertheless, she was concerned more in this episode about 
her family than the wars between Britain and France. In 
a letter to Abigail Adams, dated 2 January 1808, Louisa 
Catherine reveals the ramifications for her family of the 
tensions between the Federalist Party and John Quincy:13

Our situation here this winter is not very pleas-
ant as it is universally believed your Son has 
changed his party and the F[ederalists]., are 
extremely bitter [ . . . ] his talents are of too 
much real importance for them to venture 
publickly to throw him off but in private they 
circulate reports very much to his disadvan-
tage he bears it with great fortitude and keeps 
up his health & spirits surprizingly indeed our 
time now so short that I myself do not feel very 
anxious although I almost impatiently antici-
pate the moment of our release14 —

Despite John Quincy’s “great fortitude,” the Fed-
eralists in the Massachusetts legislature elected James 
Lloyd for Adams’s seat well in advance of the regular 
election and voted to instruct Congress to repeal the 
embargo, forcing Adams to resign from the Senate on 8 
June 1808.15  Louisa Catherine reflected on her husband’s 
resignation and its consequences for the family, as well as 
her sense of relief at leaving Washington for Quincy. In 
her memoir “Adventures of a Nobody,” she wrote:

Thus ended my travels for a time and began 
a system of persecution painful to our Family 
but disgraceful to the State of Massachusetts 
whose Citizens are ever Slaves to a handfull 

of Men who right or wrong submit to their 
dictation—They [are] utterly incapable of an 
enlarged and noble policy: but with all their 
boasted independence hang on the Skirts of 
Great Britain, as [a] Child Clings to its Nurse—
And with the true slavish spirit The more they 
are scorned the deeper the worship16 —

A month after his resignation, John Quincy—in the 
privacy of his Diary—defended his reputation through-
out the crisis:

In the course of the last year I have been called 
by my duties as a Citizen and a Man to act and 
to suffer more than at any former period 
of my life—To my duties I have steadfastly 
adhered. The course I pursued has drawn 
upon me much obloquy, and the change of par-
ties in the State, with an accumulated personal 
malignity, borne me both on my father’s and 
my own account, by those who rule the State, 
produced in the first instance the election of a 
Senator to fill my place after the 3d of March 
next—This election was precipitated for the 
sole purpose of specially marking me—For it 
ought in regular order not to have been made 
untill the Winter Session of the Legislature—
They also pass’d Resolutions enjoining upon 
their Senators a course of conduct, with which 
neither my judgment could approve, nor my 
Spirit brook—I therefore resigned my seat—
For my future prospects I have no reliance but 
on the disposer of Events. For the past I have 
the testimony of a good Conscience; and a firm 
belief that I have rendered essential service to 
my Country.17

Concerned with the “disposer of Events,” “testimony of 
a good conscience,” and a “firm belief” in his “essential 
service to [his country],” John Quincy’s sense of moral 
public service and relationship with national politics 
would become more complicated in the 1820s as he 
wrestled with questions of patriotism, party allegiance, 
and slavery.

Episode ll: Congress Debates the Admission 
of Missouri to the Union

Debates over the admission of Missouri as a slave state 
or free state dominated the 1819-20 session of Congress. 
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From January 1820, Adams—as Monroe’s secretary of 
state—hesitated to express publicly his views on the Mis-
souri debates. At this time, Adams remained a strong 
Unionist and needed southern slaveowners’ support 
for his 1819 Treaty with Spain (now known as the 
Adams-Onís Treaty) and for his potential bid for the 
presidency in 1824. As secretary of state, he also desired 
the continental expansion of the United States. If he spoke 
out against slavery, he could have hindered this political 
goal. Even as he observed more speeches in Congress, 
he continually hesitated to express in public his views on 
the debates. He often observed that the pro-slave state 
congressmen—“the side of oppression”—more passion-
ately defended the admission of Missouri as a slave state 
than the “partizans of freedom” because the pro-slave 
state orators supposedly had greater personal interest in 
the issue than the pro-free state orators. In the North, 
for example, the question of slavery was “merely specu-
lative; the People do not feel it in their persons or their 
purses.” But on the “Slave side, it comes home to the 
feelings and interests of every man in the community.” 
Where pro-slavery advocates generally argued that Con-
gress had no constitutional authority to place any restric-
tions on slavery in the territories, anti-slavery advocates 
contended that Congress had a “moral and political duty” 
to prevent the expansion of slavery, according to Adams. 
He surmised that slavery might lead to the dissolution of 
the Union and the emancipation of the slaves. To him, 
leading such a cause “would be [a life] nobly spent or 
sacrificed.” By the end of February, Adams had expressed 
his opinions in closed Cabinet meetings and confidential 
meetings with Secretary of War John C. Calhoun. But he 
would not publicly denounce slavery until he could be 
assured that the United States would be strong enough 
that European powers would not exploit the sectional 
tension to interfere in its domestic affairs.18 

Like her husband, Louisa Catherine had a complex 
relationship with slavery. Unlike her husband, however, 
she never would take a stand against it. Slavery was 
a central part of life in Washington, D.C. in 1820, so 
Louisa’s daily activities often brought her into con-
tact with slaves, including the household’s single house 
slave who might have belonged to her niece Mary Hellen. 
While in Washington that winter, Louisa Catherine fre-
quently heard guests converse about the debates at dinner 
parties. Yet despite her immersion in the political climate 
of spring 1820, Louisa Catherine wanted to avoid such 
dinner-party conversations; the debates “deeply trou-
bled” her. At a dinner on 4 March 1820, for example, she 
privately shunned congressmen who asked for her opin-

ion on the crisis. In one of her letters to John Adams, 
she admitted that she comprehended not the complex 
policy dimensions of the issue, but its painfully obvious 
moral dimensions as a “gross political inconsistency with 
all our boasted Institutions, liberty, and so forth.” She 
and numerous other women started visiting the Capitol 
to hear speeches in the House and Senate, as women by 
then could enter the Senate through the permission of a 
senator.19  

After months of debate, Congress on 3 March 1820 
admitted Missouri into the Union as a slave state and 
Maine as a free state, but prohibited slavery in northern 
territories. According to Adams, representatives of the 
free states, by virtue of their congressional majority, could 
have forced more concessions from the “slave-holders,” 
but were divided over the legislation. Louisa Catherine 
and John Quincy were in the Old Brick Capitol when 
they heard the news about Missouri’s admission.20 

The famous question was decided this morn-
ing—[ . . . ] They having passed the bill with a 
compromise—Mr. [John] Randolph [of Roanoke] 
rose and moved to reconsider—The Speaker 
called him to order stating that they had not

Fig. 6. This page from Louisa Catherine Adams’s diary includes 
the entry for 3 March 1820.



acted upon the order of the day which Mr. R. 
was obliged to submit to—The Speaker took 
advantage of the circumstance to send the 
Bills to the Senate and when the time came for 
Mr R—to make his motion the business was 
completed and every thing terminated The 
honesty of our Congress has been displayed 
in such exalted colours this Session that the 
next generation will certainly have cause to be 
proud of their fathers—Indeed it is a pity that 
we have not a Homer to chant in the most ele-
vated strains the glory of such patriots—At least 
we shall be allowed to have attained a high 
pitch of excellence when such knavish trickery 
can be practiced in the face of an enlightened 
nation and delight in the glory of tricks atcheived 
which would do honour to a gamester or a 
blacklegs. These are the rulers I am bound to 
admire—If this is the case, if this is the vaunted 
superiority of our Government, and the purity 
of our elective Institutions, I do not think we 
have much to be proud of, and morality and 
Religion are of little use if they cannot teach 
us to discern the difference between right and 

wrong—If such is publick virtue, may my Sons 
have nothing to do with it—May they be far 
above polluting their name and fair fame in 
such a School; I had rather see them live in the 
most secluded state than thus sell their honour 
to favour the views of any man, or any party, 
even tho’ that man were my husband—A place 
obtained in such a way would be an incessant 
scourge to conscience and I should be ashamed 
to fill it lest I read the contempt of the good in 
every speaking eye—It is all barter and he who 
can afford to bid the highest is the most sure 
of success—Enough however on this subject 
excepting that I understand the Clerk of the 
House was publickly reprimanded for doing 
the dirty work of his Masters21—

Louisa Catherine took affront to Congress’s deceitful par-
liamentary maneuvering. Although her thoughts about 
the content of the legislation itself are unclear in this pas-
sage, her lack of commentary provides further evidence 
that Louisa “wanted to avoid the whole issue” of slavery.22 

John Quincy similarly derided Congress for the pas-
sage of the legislation, but he publicly accepted expansion 
to preserve the Union.23 Privately, however, he wrote that 
slavery “taint[ed] the very sources of moral principle,” dis-
regarded the “first and holiest rights of humanity,” misled 
owners into believing that they had “ties of mutual attach-
ment and affection,” and would be “the question upon 
which [the Union] ought to break.”24 In contrast to his 
wife’s opinion, however, he additionally condemned the 
content of the legislation, its implications for the future of 
slavery in North America, and its institutional safeguards 
of slavery: 

While we were there [in the Old Brick Capitol ] 
Jeremiah Nelson, a member of the House from 
Massachusetts came in, and told us of John 
Randolph’s motion this morning to reconsider 
one of the votes of yesterday upon the Missouri 
Bill, and of the trickery by which his motion 
was defeated; by the Speakers declaring it not 
in order when first made; the Journal of yester-
day’s proceedings not having been then read—
and while they were reading the Clerk of the 
House carried the Bills as passed by the House, 
to the Senate; so that when Randolph, after the 
reading of the Journals renewed his motion, 
it was too late; the papers being no longer in 
possession of the house. And so it is that a Law
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Fig. 7. This page from John Quincy Adams’s diary includes the 
entry for 3 March 1820.
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perpetuating Slavery in Missouri and perhaps 
in North America has been smuggled through 
both houses of Congress. I have been con-
vinced from the first starting of this question 
that it could not end otherwise—The fault is 
in the Constitution of the United States, which 
has sanctioned a dishonourable compromise 
with Slavery. There is henceforth no remedy 
for it but a new organization of the Union, to 
effect which a concert of all the white States 
is indispensable. Whether that can ever be 
accomplished is doubtful—It is a contempla-
tion not very creditable to human nature, that 
the cement of common interest produced by 
Slavery is stronger and more solid than that of 
unmingled freedom. In this instance the Slave 

States have clung together in one unbroken pha-
lanx, and have been victorious by the means of 
accomplices and deserters, from the ranks of 
Freedom. Time only can show, whether the 
contest may ever be with equal advantage 
renewed. But so polluted are all the streams 
of Legislation in regions of Slavery, that this 
Bill has been obtained only by two as unprin-
cipled artifices as dishonesty ever devised; one 
by coupling it as an appendage to the Bill 
for admitting Maine; and the other by this 
outrage, perpetrated by the Speaker upon the 
Rules of the house 25—

As this episode suggests, Louisa Catherine’s and John 
Quincy’s conceptions of morality strongly inform their

Fig. 8. Interior of the House of Representatives, Washington, hand-colored copper plate engraving (c. 1834) by William 
Goodacre (1803–1883), published by J & F Tallis (London and New York)
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relationship with national politics in the 1820s. Although 
she avoided the issue of slavery in her commentary, 
Louisa Catherine’s mockery of Congress conveys an 
increasingly bold and confident, yet still private, stand 
on national politics as compared to her 1808 commen-
tary on the Federalists. To both Louisa Catherine and 
John Quincy, public service should preserve one’s honor, 
yet, to John Quincy, the institution of slavery corrupted 
public servants and national politics. Over a decade later, 
John Quincy would translate his conception of morality 
into action on the floor of the House.

Episode lll:  Anti-slavery Petition Crisis 
in the House of Representatives

John Quincy returned to Congress in December 1831 as 
a representative of Massachusetts’s Eleventh District. 
Although he was reluctant once again to leave his family 
and enter public service, his election privately gratified 
him: “My Election as President of the United States was 
not half so gratifying to my inmost Soul—No election or 
appointment conferred upon me ever gave me so much 
pleasure.” By 1835, the abolitionist and pro-slavery move-
ments were becoming more powerful throughout the 
North and South. Abolitionists increasingly petitioned 
Congress to address slavery, especially in the District of 
Columbia, but pro-slavery southerners immediately acted 
to suppress the presentation of antislavery petitions to the 
House to prevent Congress from inciting slave rebellion. 
On 26 May 1836, the House passed two resolutions. The 
first stated that Congress did not have the constitutional 
power to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia or 
in the states. The second declared that the House would 
table antislavery petitions, prohibiting floor debate on the 
issue of slavery—the so-called “gag rule.”26  

Driven by numerous petitions from Massachusetts 
constituents calling for Congress to at least place restric-
tions on the future of slavery, Adams led the fight to 
debate it in the House; he insisted that petitioners had 
a right to be heard in Congress. When he presented on 
6 February 1837 an anti-slavery petition from enslaved 
women in Fredericksburg, Virginia, southern representa-
tives demanded that the House censure him. Recogniz-
ing that Northerners generally opposed the abolitionists, 
Adams framed his argument in terms of “free states’ civil 
liberties” rather than abolitionism. Such a fight endan-
gered his life and his family. Adams’s crusade was unsuc-
cessful until 3 December 1844 when the House rescinded 
the “gag rule.”27  

Louisa Catherine during this time wrote and thought 

frequently about slavery. The crisis over the freedom to 
petition inspired Louisa to think more about women’s 
rights and correspond with prominent female abolition-
ists; she “connected [the evils of slavery] . . . to the injustice 
of women’s exclusion from politics.” Nevertheless, her 
relationship with slavery had remained as complex as it 
was during the Missouri Crisis; while she remained torn 
between her husband’s actions and her own prejudices, 
she would have preferred altogether to avoid the petition 
crisis rather than confront it because the prospect of 
racial violence and slave rebellions frightened her. In 
diary journals between 21 December 1835 and 10 March 
1836, she reveals the complexity of her relationship with 
slavery and the danger her family faced during the peti-
tion crisis. She was in the House gallery on the day when 
Southern representatives called for the censure of her 
husband on 6 February 1837. She sought neutrality in the 
conflict and left its resolution to forces outside her and 
her husband’s control; she prayed to “the wondrous wis-
dom of the Almighty Power” for the safety of her hus-
band. She was concerned most of all with her husband’s 
safety, reputation, and legacy:28 

In the struggle now passing between the great 
men of this Country my whole soul teems with 
disgust with apprehension with compassion 
and with sorrow—Not to sympathise with 
my husband is utterly impossible as I know 
his motives to be pure and Patriotic—Not to 
sympathise with old friends is equally difficult; 
although my judgment convinces me that they 
have suffered the bitterness of hate towards a 
successful administration, to obscure their 
sense of right, and to harden their hearts against 
the visible truth in the fervency of party 
faction—[ . . . ] I await the result in fear and 
trembling for the result He who rules all things 
knows best what is good for us; and weak and 
short sighted as we are we cannot foresee or 
even shun the tribulation which man so madly 
works out for himself—and that which oft-
times seems a chaos of cimmerian darkness, 
breaks forth with the vivid splendor of a merid-
ian Sun darting its glorious rays of vivid light 
to shed new warmth and glory on the teeming 
earth—and thus may its dying glories soften 
and illumine the last days of my husband; that 
he may leave a fame to posterity and awaken 
the justice of his Nation to record his name,
 As one the fairest midst the race of man—



John Quincy stood at the center of this political cri-
sis, as Louisa Catherine’s entries reveal, to act on his desire 
“that the United States be not only powerful, but also 
moral.” This desire reflected his belief in “Christian patri-
otism” by which it was his duty as a Christian to reform the 
republic for its moral improvement. Yet he struggled to 
carry out his moralism about slavery. He resisted the “gag 
rule” during each session of Congress until it was over-
turned, but still did not take a consistent position on slav-
ery. Where he condemned slaveholding politicians and 
associated himself with prominent abolitionists, he strug-
gled with the idea of rapidly abolishing slavery. Indeed, he 
had not always so vociferously opposed slavery. Not until 
his service in Congress did he take such a stand. Where 
his “competing priorities” as secretary of state hindered 
him from “translating his fervent private expressions of 
antislavery principle into policy,” he pursued a more unre-
strained course in Congress. His fight to debate slavery 
drew as much from his opposition to slavery on historical 
and religious grounds as to the domination of the gov-
ernment by the minority of southern states—the “slave 
power.” He struggled to balance a sense of prudence and 
moral duty to the cause of antislavery. Such a struggle is 
evident in the following 19 April 1837 diary entry which 
Adams wrote after receiving an invitation from the Mas-
sachusetts Anti-Slavery Society to attend its convention 
in May 1837:30

Upon this subject of Anti-Slavery, my principles 
and my position make it necessary for me to be 
more circumspect in my conduct than belongs to 
my Nature—I have therefore already committed 
indiscretions of which all the political parties 
avail themselves to proscribe me in the public 
opinion—The most insignificant error of con-
duct in me at this time would be my irredeem-
able ruin in this world, and both the ruling po-
litical parties are watching with intense anxiety 
for some overt act by me, to set the whole pack 
of their hireling Presses upon me. It is also to 
be considered that at this time the most dan-
gerous of all the subjects for public-contention 
is the Slavery question—In the South it is a 
perpetual agony of conscious guilt and terror, 
attempting to disguise itself under sophistical 
argumentation and braggart menaces. In the 
North, the People favour the whites and fear 
the blacks of the South—The Politicians court 
the South because they want their votes—The 
abolitionists are gathering themselves into So

cieties increasing their numbers and thriving 
upon persecution—But in proportion as they 
increase in numbers and in zeal they kindle the 
opposition against themselves into a flame; and 
the Passions of the Populace, are all engaged 
against them—The exposure through which 
I passed at the late Session of Congress was 
greater than I could have imagined possible: 
and having escaped from that fiery furnace, it 
behooves me well to consider my ways before 
I put myself in the way of being cast into it 
again—On the other hand may God preserve 
me from the craven Spirit of shrinking from 
danger in the discharge of my duty—Between 
these two errors let me pursue the path of 
rectitude unmov’d, and put my trust in God.31 

Although one might read Louisa’s “despair” and 
“torture” as evidence of her weakness or melodrama, her 
musings on slavery in national politics reveal not only 
her intelligence but also her morality. Her references to 
the divine in this later passage guided her as she strug-
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Fig. 9. Gilbert Stuart (1755–1828) painted this oil portrait of 
Louisa Catherine Johnson Adams between 1821–1826.
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A Note about Portraits
by William C. diGiacomantonio

Louisa Catherine Johnson (LCJA) and John Quincy 
Adams (JQA)—like Abigail and John Adams before 
them—had a remarkable record for being captured on 
canvas during their lifetimes.1 The Adamses’ portraiture 
allows historians to take an additional measure of their 
character, approaching a more complete and rounded 
assessment of the differing perspectives they recorded in 
their words. 

The earliest known companion portraits of LCJA 
and JQA date to the twelfth year of their marriage (figs. 
4, 5). While the first individual portraits of each of them 
were made much earlier (of 15-year-old JQA in 1783, and 
of LCJA in c. 1792, at a slightly older age), the twin sil-
houettes cut by Henry Williams in August 1809 represent 
a deliberate effort to “frame” the individuals as a family 
unit just days before they and their youngest child were 
about to embark upon JQA’s newest diplomatic posting in 
St. Petersburg, Russia. Parents John and Abigail, and old-
er sons George and John, were also traced by Williams, 
and JQA preserved all six images in the same frame for 
many years.2

 Boston-born Henry Williams (1787–1830) was a 
true Yankee jack-of-all-trades; his artistic media embraced 
lifesize oil portraits, miniatures, and wax, in addition to 
silhouettes. Of all these choices, the silhouette seems 
uniquely suited to the politically inscrutable JQA, who 
transcended and defied party labels throughout his life. 
(Williams’s silhouettes were cut in the year of JQA’s final 
break with the Federalists and his appointment as min-
ister plenipotentiary by one of the architects of Jefferso-
nian-Republicanism, Pres. James Madison.) If, as one art 
historian suggests, a silhouette “empties the person out . . . 
that emptying out also creates a version of the infinite self, 
the unknowable self.” Because “all that hidden depth gets 
pushed to the linear edges,” the silhouette “might for that 

reason have most aspired to portraying the unfathomable 
depths of a person.”3 

The second pair of portraits illustrating this article 
was also the work of a single artist (figs. 1, 2). Charles Bird 
King (1785–1862), best known for his images of Native 
Americans on diplomatic missions to Washington, D.C., 
captured JQA and LCJA five years apart and in vastly dif-
ferent poses. King began painting JQA in the late spring 
of 1819—not yet two years into his service as Monroe’s 
secretary of state. Responding to unflattering critiques, 
King continued working on it (or perhaps started over 
again) until completing the only known version almost 
two years later. Family members at the time thought it a 
good likeness but—and not necessarily inconsistently—
lacking in warmth. JQA later praised it as surpassed only 
by John Singleton Copley’s and Gilbert Stuart’s portraits 
of him (painted in 1796 and 1825, respectively). Unlike 
her husband’s, LCJA’s portrait by Bird is embellished by 
material attributes of her personality: a large harp and the 
book of music laying open before her attest to her artistic 
interests, while her elaborate turban headdress, a, style 
popularized by Dolley Madison, testifies to her elegant 
taste. All were props in D.C.’s “Parlor Politics,” which 
LCJA navigated so skillfully to help secure her husband’s 
victory in the hotly-contested presidential election of 1824.4 

LCJA wears a faint smile below the turban head-
dress. But when an artist chose to show them, sorrow 
and care were there too—wearing heavily on LCJA’s face 
precisely because of their contrast with the gaiety she 
donned as a counterweight to her husband’s solemnness. 
No canvas and accompanying backstory show this more 
revealingly than Gilbert Stuart’s portrait of LCJA, begun 
in 1821 but not finished until 1825–26 (fig. 9). One of 
the truly great native-born American portraitists of his 
time, Stuart (1755–1828) painted the rich, famous, and 
well-born of London, Dublin, New York, Philadelphia, 
and Washington, D.C. before returning to his native 
New England in 1805. There, in his Boston studio in the

gled to grasp the calamity of slavery and the consequences 
of the petition crisis for her husband. Most notably, this 
passage reads as a prayer; her conception of morality led her 
to believe that only her God could solve the political tur-
moil. Like his wife, John Quincy entreated the protection 
of the divine to guide him through the crisis. Congress 
had become a “fiery furnace” for him. These entries 
reveal their inner moral struggle—as national politics 
became an increasingly “stormy world” tied to the insti-
tution of slavery, and as they had become increasingly 
caught in that storm, Louisa Catherine and John Quincy 

navigated such dangers by relying on their faith and the 
sense of public virtue which had sustained them through-
out their lives.
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The U.S. Capitol Historical Society hosted lunchtime 
lectures throughout the spring, with topics ranging 

from artwork in the Capitol to political science studies 
of House leadership races. The series kicked off with a 
Women’s History Month Lecture that featured former 
Capitol Fellow Sandra Weber discussing artist Adelaide 
Johnson and her work sculpting woman suffrage activ-
ists. Johnson’s portrait monument of Susan B. Anthony, 
Lucretia Mott, and Elizabeth Cady Stanton currently 
stands in the Capitol Rotunda.

April opened with a presentation from John Brady, 
president of the board of directors of the Flagship Olym-
pia Foundation, replete with details about the USS Olym-
pia’s construction and history, as well as notes about its 
role in bringing an unknown WWI soldier from Europe 
to the US—a journey that ended when the remains lay in 
state in the Capitol and were buried at Arlington Ceme-
tery. USCHS also welcomed back Matthew Green (Cath-
olic University) to offer highlights from his just-published 

book Choosing the Leader: Leadership Elections in the House of 
Representatives, co-authored with Douglas Harris. His talk 
highlighted several of the races that the book examines 
in detail and ended with audience members sharing rec-
ollections of their involvement as staff members in lead-
ership races.

Award-winning historian Brenda Wineapple 
joined us in May, just after the well-received publication 
of her new book, The Impeachers: The Trial of Andrew John-
son and the Dream of a Just Nation. She argued that that the 
impeachment was an attempt to preserve the Union and 
eradicate the effects of slavery; to understand the Johnson 
impeachment, we must recall the context of the intimi-
dation and killing of black people occurring throughout 
former Confederate states. Without that context, we miss 
the story and the point. To downgrade this moment of 
impeachment, to forget why it actually happened—these 
reasons beyond the Tenure of Office Act—is to ignore 
that the impeachment was about how to create a fair and 
free country. 

C-SPAN recorded several of these lectures, and 
those talks are now available on c-span.org. Search for 
“Capitol Historical Society” and the speaker ( John Brady 
and Matthew Green) to find them in the online archives. 
All of our history lectures and book talks are free and 
open to the public; our members and other donations 
support the programming. If you’d like to donate or 
become a member,  see uschs.org for full membership 
details or use the envelope included in this issue to send 
in your donation.

To learn more about upcoming USCHS history 
events, visit uschs.org and check the news releases or cal-
endar events for the latest updates.
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On Wednesday, May 1, 2019, the Congress officially 
dedicated a historic room off of National Statuary 

Hall to Abraham Lincoln. During the 115th Congress, 
then-Majority Whip Steve Scalise of Louisiana unoffi-
cially named the room after our 16th president and began 
displaying Lincoln memorabilia therein. During the 2018 
observation of the Illinois Bicentennial, Reps. Raja 
Krishnamoorthi and Darin LaHood of Illinois intro-
duced the bipartisan legislation to formally dedicate the 
room to his memory. The United States Capitol Histor-
ical Society participated in the event to provide historic 
context.

Krishnamoorthi and LaHood both spoke about 
renaming the room in honor of Lincoln. Hon. Jerry 
Weller, a former Member of Congress from Illinois, pres-
ident of the Illinois State Society, and an active USCHS 
volunteer, gave remarks thanking Krishnamoorthi and 
LaHood for their efforts in getting the naming legislation 
passed. John O’Brien, president of the Lincoln Group of 
Washington, D.C., gave remarks of gratitude for the lead-
ership of the late John Elliff, a former member of the 
Abraham Lincoln Association who passed away before 
the dedication occurred; Elliff’s wife Linda was on hand 
to celebrate.

At the conclusion of the formal program, guests 
were invited to enter and explore the Lincoln Room. 
Once inside, Samuel Holliday, USCHS manager of 
communications, gave remarks on the conditions of the 
House Chamber at the time Lincoln served.

USCHS thanks the offices of Reps. Krishnamoor-
thi and LaHood for organizing this event and for the 

opportunity to participate; the office of Majority Whip 
James Clyburn for opening its historic space for this 
event; and the Illinois State Society and Abraham Lin-
coln Association for their leadership in calling for this 
commemoration.

On Wednesday, January 30, 2019 the United States 
Captol Historical Society held an event to honor its 

volunteers and partners. Following a reception of drinks 
and heavy hors d’oeuvres, USCHS Board of Trustees 
member Brig. Gen. Tim White (ret.), Ph.D., welcomed 
the more than 70 guests and thanked them for the vital 
role they play in the organization. White also officially 
introduced the Hon. Jane L. Campbell as the Society’s 
new president and CEO. Campbell emphasized the 
importance of volunteers and partners to the Society’s 
success, and expressed her excitement at leading the 
organization at this time.

The evening’s featured speaker was the Hon. Ste-
phen T. Ayers, the recently-retired 11th Architect of the 
Capitol, who presented on perhaps the keynote achieve-
ment of his tenure: the full restoration of the Capitol 
Dome. In his talk entitled “The Capitol Dome: A 30,000 
Piece Jigsaw Puzzle,” Ayers shared amusing anecdotes 
and fascinating facts about the project. From the unique 
challenges of repairing more than 150-year-old cast iron 
elements to humorous encounters with adventurous ani-
mals, he kept the audience spellbound for more than half 
an hour.

USCHS would like to thank Altria for hosting the 
event.
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USCHS Trustee Tim White, former Architect of the Capitol 
Stephen T. Ayers, and USCHS President/CEO Jane L. Campbell 
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The Hon. Jerry Weller, Rep. Darin LaHood, Linda Elliff, John 
O’Brien, and Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi

USCHS Assists as Congress 
Dedicates Lincoln Room

USCHS Honors Volunteers and Partners



On December 11, 2018, the United States Capitol His-
torical Society hosted a panel discussion featuring 

congressional committee staff who specialize in tax and 
trade issues. The discussion was moderated by USCHS 
Trustee Mary Moore Hamrick. The bipartisan, bicam-
eral group of speakers included Angela Ellard and Aru-
na Kalyanam of the House Committee on Ways and 
Means and Tiffany Smith of the Senate Committee on 
Finance.

USCHS Leadership Council and Constitution 
Signers members attended the lively, candid, and at 
times humorous discussion of the current state of tax-
and trade policy and politics. The panelists discussed 
the challenges of bipartisanship in our polarized times 
but highlighted the areas in which they and their fel-
low staffers were able to cooperate and compromise.

When asked to share their fondest memories of con-
gressional service, Kalyanam told of a celebrity encoun-
ter she experienced early on: film legend Paul Newman 
had come to the Capitol to meet with members of the 
tax-writing committees who were meeting with a foreign 
leader and unavailable; Kalyanam had to entertain the 
Academy-Award winner. She also recommended that every-

one play Neil Diamond’s “America” while driving on 
East Capitol Street from 7th Street towards the Capitol—
the chorus will begin just as the Dome becomes visible!

Ellard and Smith both recalled moments of awe that 
struck them late at night when passing through an empty 
Capitol Rotunda. There is rarely a more profound still-
ness than that which permeates that breathtaking space 
when the crowds have left and all who remain are quietly, 
diligently pursuing the business of our country.

The “Taxistas”—as the panelists are sometimes 
referred to on the Hill—were also asked to share any 
advice they would give to someone looking to succeed 
them in the future. Smith advocated a flexible demeanor; 
the ever-evolving politics and circumstances on Capitol 
Hill mean that only those who can adapt can keep up. 
Kalyanam said that the most successful staffers are those 
who do not let questions of authorship bother them; shar-
ing or even yielding credit can still help advance a career. 
Ellard noted that the best staffers always remember that 
the Member of Congress is the boss; at the end of the day 
the Member’s opinion is decisive.

USCHS thanks Express Scripts for generously 
hosting and supporting this event. 
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USCHS Hosts Tax and Trade Committee Staff Panel

USCHS Chairman Donald G. Carlson, panel moderator and USCHS Trustee Mary Moore Hamrick, and panelists Angela 
Ellard, Aruna Kalyanam, and Tiffany Smith 
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On Monday, February 25, 2019, the United States 
Capitol Historical Society held its annual Trustee 

Lunch with Rep. Gerry Connolly of Virginia. Donald 
G. Carlson, chairman of the Society’s Board of Trustees, 

opened the event by welcoming members of the Capitol 
Committee and introducing Hon. Jane L. Campbell, 
president/CEO of the Society. Campbell spoke about the 
Society’s important mission “to educate and inform the 
public about congress and the legislative process.” 

In the wide-ranging discussion that ensued, Con-
nolly shared his thoughts on current events, his perspec-
tive as chair of the House Committee on Oversight and 
Government Reform Subcommittee on Government 
Relations, and some of his favorite stories from Capitol 
history. In particular, he movingly recounted the origin 
story of the Statue of Freedom, the statue which graces 
the Capitol Dome; the men who began making the stat-
ue as slaves were emancipated while it was in progress 
and were paid to finish the job. Connolly spoke with 
great admiration for the Congress as an institution and 
the Capitol as a symbol of our democracy.

The Society thanks the Volkswagen Group of 
America for supporting this event.
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CAPITOL COMMITTEE RENEWALS, UPGRADES, AND NEW MEMBERS
DECEMBER 1, 2018–MAY 31, 2019

The U.S. Capitol Historical Society deeply appreciates all the Capitol Committee members for
their continued involvement and support of  its educational mission.

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL 
($25,000 & UP)

Bank of  America
Cigna
Grant Thornton LLP
Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals
Roche Diagnostics Corporation
Transamerica

CONSTITUTION SIGNERS 
($15,000–$24,999)

Allergan
Altria Client Services LLC
Association for Advanced Life 
 Underwriting
Chevron
CoBank
Delta Air Lines
Dominion Energy

National Automobile Dealers 
 Association
Nestlé USA
Prudential Financial
United Technologies Corporation
Volkswagen Group of  America, Inc.

BRUMIDI SOCIETY 
($10,0000–$14,999)

American Society of  Civil Engineers
Astellas Pharma US
Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell  
 & Berkowitz P.C.
BP
Comcast NBCUniversal
Corn Refiners Association Inc.
Faegre Baker Daniels LLP
Fidelity Investments
International Paper
Kraft Heinz Company

National Retail Federation
Salt River Project
United Airlines
Principal

FOUNDER LEVEL 
($5,000–$9,999)

Baxter Healthcare Corporation
K&L | Gates
Leonardo DRS
Mazda North America Operations
National Beer Wholesalers 
 Association
National Grocers Association
Nationwide Insurance
Penn Quarter Partners, LLC
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US Bank

For more information about the many benefits available to Capitol Committee members, please contact Director of  
Outreach and Development Jennifer Romberg at (202) 543-8919 x23 or jromberg@uschs.org or Development 

Associate Alex Del Vecchio at (202) 543-8919 x21 or adelvecchio@uschs.org.

USCHS Chair Donald G. Carlson, President Jane Campbell, 
and Trustee Rep. Gerry Connolly
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The afternoon session began with an exploration of the 
ways veteran James Hope’s Civil War- related art shift-

ed after an Antietam battlefield reunion in 1888; James 
J. Broomall (Shepherd University) identified some of 
Hope’s sources and argued that his “grisly” artwork por-
trayed the battlefield differently than contemporaneous 
popular prints. Next, John David Smith (University of 
North Carolina at Charlotte) discussed several postwar 
proposals for and strategies to approve reparations for 
formerly enslaved people. Finally, Heather Cox Rich-
ardson (Boston College) traced the way opponents of 
civil rights for African-Americans claimed that they were 
actually opposed to a kind of socialism and redistribution 
of wealth—language that echoes through the twentieth 
century to the present.

The Friday, May 3 session met in the Russell Sen-
ate Office Building’s Kennedy Caucus Room. The first 
two speakers presented a panel on the Supreme Court 
and Reconstruction. Paul Finkelman (Gratz College 
and symposium director) argued that changes in more 
immediate postwar laws, especially those  that dealt with 
segregation, the black vote, and black officeholders, rep-
resented a “revolution in law” that the Supreme Court 
rolled back because it was ill-equipped to understand 
both the revolution and the lives of actual black peo-
ple. Randall Kennedy (Harvard Law School) detailed 
the 1875 Civil Rights Act and the Supreme Court’s 1883 
decisions that invalidated the “public accommodations” 
portion of it—which allowed individuals to discriminate 
against other individuals and remains the case law today 

(twentieth-century civil rights challenges relied on the 
commerce clause to challenge segregation). He conclud-
ed with a challenge for the audience to do more than 
learn about these types of decisions, to be aware and crit-
ical of our current law and the way it exists under a pall 
from the destruction of Reconstruction.

Orville Vernon Burton (Clemson University and 
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign College of 
Law) opened the last segment of the symposium with a 
very personal presentation about his experiences as an ex-
pert witness in voting rights cases; his role as a historian 
helped minority plaintiffs meet their burden to establish 
intent, for instance. Brook Thomas (University of Cali-
fornia at Irvine) provided the last presentation of the day; 
he explored three different twentieth-century portrayals 
of Andrew Johnson’s impeachment and argued that their 
common reliance on a 1903 history led to a dubious nar-
rative—still alive today—that Johnson’s impeachment 
was flawed because it was a partisan, political process.

You can find more information about each of these 
talks by searching #reconstructionhistory or #history-
talk on Twitter. The Friday talks appeared on C-SPAN 
and are available on C-SPAN’s website; search the speak-
er’s name and “capitol historical society.” And in the long 
run, most of these talks will appear in a volume from 
Ohio University Press collecting the symposium pro-
ceedings in 2020 or so.

To learn more about upcoming USCHS history 
events, visit uschs.org and check the news releases or cal-
endar events for the latest updates.

An audience member ask a question during the concluding Q&A 
session on May 2. 

Judith Geisberg 

Spring Symposium (continued fom the back cover)
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MARKETPLACE
THE INSURGENT DELEGATE

George Thatcher served as a U.S. representative from Maine throughout the Fed-
eralist Era (1789-1801)—the most critical and formative period of American con-
stitutional history. A moderate on most political issues, the Cape Cod native and 
Harvard-educated lawyer proved a maverick in matters relating to education, the 
expansion of the slave interest, the rise of Unitarianism, and the separation of church 
and state. Written over his forty-year career as a country lawyer, national legislator, 
and state supreme court justice, the over two hundred letters and miscellaneous 
writings selected for this edition will appeal to historians, lawyers and legal scholars, 
teachers, and genealogists as an encyclopedic resource on the Founding generation, 
and to all readers captivated by the dramatic immediacy and inherent authenticity 
of personal letters. Following Thatcher’s journey as a New England Federalist, 
abolitionist, religious dissenter, and pedagogical innovator is to add depth and com-
plexity to our understanding of the early American Republic. Compiled and edited 
by Chief Historian of the United States Capitol Historical Society William C. 
diGiacomantonio. Cloth, cxlv, 692 pp., 2019
#003083 $49.40  Members $44.55

THE ART OF THE ROTUNDA POCKET GUIDE

The United States Capitol Rotunda is home to some of the most recognized 
artwork depicting major landmarks in American history. Eight niches in the 
Rotunda hold large, framed historical paintings. The Apotheosis of Washington in 
the eye of the Rotunda of the U.S. Capitol was painted in the true fresco tech-
nique by Constantino Brumidi in 1865. Brumidi (1805–
1880) was born and trained in Rome and had painted 
in the Vatican and Roman palaces before emigrating 
to the United States in 1852. The frieze in the Rotunda of 
the United States Capitol contains a painted panorama 
depicting significant events in American history. The 
frieze’s 19 scenes are the work of three artists: Con-
stantino Brumidi, Filippo Costaggini, and Allyn Cox. 
Paperback, 16 pp., 2019
#003085 $4.95  Members $4.45 

MARBLE AND WOOD PAPERWEIGHT

This elegant new addition to the Society’s historic marble collec-
tion of  unique gifts features a relief  of  the United States Capi-
tol crafted from the marble removed during the east front renova-
tions, set on cherry wood. Customization available. 
(5”L x 3”T x 1 1/2”D)
#003066   $45.00   Members      $40.50
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sTEEL diE-CuT CAPiToL oRnAMEnT

Die-cut sublimated steel ornament with 18 gauge powder-coated 
image on both sides features an architechturally accurate depic-
tion of the Capitol adorned with a patriotic ribbon banner and 
red satin ribbon for hanging. Approximately 43/4” x 31/3” x 1/2”

#003084 $12.95  Members $11.65

MARBLE doME PAPERWEiGHT

Centered on a circular wood base, this replica of  the dome of  the U.S. Cap-
itol is made from the marble of  the east front steps originally installed 
between 1863 and 1865. The marble has been ground to a fine powder and 
resin is added for molding these handsome desk or shelf  accessories. Gift 
boxed with provenance card. Made in America. (33/4”D x 4”T)
#002769   $48.00  Members  $43.20

CAPiToL insPiREd 
KEEPsAKE BoX

Beautifully crafted round resin 
box features a turn-of-the-cen-
tury engraving on the top and 
magnificent column details rem-
iniscent of  the Capitol’s classic 
architectural elements. 
(41/2” diameter and 2” deep)
#001642 $36.00
Members $32.40

GREAT sEAL 
PAPERWEiGHT
This unique 31/2 inch diameter 
paperweight, featuring an antique 
relief  of  the Great Seal of  the 
United States, is crafted from 
marble from the east front steps 
of  the Capitol.  Gift boxed.
#002559 $28.00       
Members $25.20

GREAT sEAL 
PoPsoCKET
PopSockets are expand-
ing grips and stands that 
attach to most phones, 
tablets, and cases. Add 
a single PopSocket, or a 
pair of PopSockets, to the 
back of almost any mobile 
device to transform its capa-
bilities—comfortable and 
secure. (11/2” diameter)
#003021 $9.95
Members $8.95



On May 2 and 3, 2019, the U.S. Capitol Historical 
Society hosted its annual history symposium. This 

year’s edition, Reconstruction and the Long Reconstruction: 150 
Years toward Freedom, concluded a three-year dive into the 
post-Civil War period of  congressional and U.S. history, 
including explorations of  the ways that Reconstruction-era 
events, policies, and decisions continue to reverberate 
through the twentieth century and the recent past. Speak-
ers from across the country addressed topics ranging 

from Grant’s presidency to current conversations about 
reparations, voting rights, and census questions. 

On Thursday, May 2, attendees met at the Hill Cen-
ter at the Old Naval Hospital for a full day of  presenta-
tions. The morning session opened with four panelists 
discussing “Ulysses S. Grant: Presidency and Legacy.” 
Joan Waugh (University of  California at Los Angeles) 
reviewed the election of  186 8, when Americans were 
already debating both the meaning and the memory of  
the Civil War. Charles W. Calhoun (East Carolina Uni-
versity emeritus) walked through Grant’s attempts to 
thread the needle of  bringing southern states back into 
the Union and supporting and protecting civil rights for 
black people. Tim Alan Garrison (Portland State Uni-
versity) covered Grant’s early views on Indians, a sum-
mary of  his actions as president, and the challenges of  
understanding those actions. Ryan P. Semmes (Missis-
sippi State University Libraries) explored Grant’s attempts 
to annex Santo Domingo—one way to connect domestic 
Reconstruction to U.S. foreign relations. Finally, all four 
panelists took questions from the audience. Judith Gies-
berg (Villanova University) finished out the morning ses-
sion with a discussion of her work on the 1870 census, 
which included two questions intended to track illegal 
vote suppression.                                   (continued on p. 46)

Symposium on Reconstruction Traces Effects to the Present

Randall Kennedy (Harvard Law School) speaks on May 3.
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